REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE FORUM ENERGII IN 2021.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Forum Energii is an interdisciplinary think tank whose team consists of experts working
in the field of energy, with experience in business, public administration and science.
Our mission is to initiate dialogue, propose solutions based on knowledge, and inspire action
for fair and effective energy transformation leading to climate neutrality. We accomplish
it through analysis, opinions and dialogue on decarbonization of key areas of the economy.

2. FORUM DETAILS
- Name
Forum Energii
- Legal form and nature of activity
Non-profit, non-business foundation
- Registered office and mailing address
Wspólna 35/10, 00-519 Warsaw; info@forum-energii.eu
- Number and date of entry in the National Court Register
0000625996, 30.06.2016 r.
- Statistical Identification Number REGON
364867487
- Data concerning members of the Management Board
Joanna Maćkowiak-Pandera - President of the Board
Lidia Kołucka-Żuk - Vice-President of the Management Board
- Supervisory Board
Paweł Smoleń (Chairman), Piotr Otawski, PhD, Antoni Bielewicz

3. GOALS
The Forum Energii was established to support public debate on the Polish energy sector in
the context of sustainable development. In particular, the Forum works to support activities
aimed at the development, modernization, improvement of energy system security, increasing
innovation in the energy sector, with particular emphasis on cost-effective reduction of the
impact of energy on the environment. The Forum works for the general public and the public
good. It supports the public debate on energy and sustainable development, provides analyses,
concepts, conducts trainings and workshops, organizes conferences and supports
international dialogue.

4. PRINCIPLES, FORMS AND SCOPE OF STATUTORY
ACTIVITIES
The objectives of the Forum Energii are pursued in particular through:
- Conducting research activities, including developing research programs;
- Publication of studies and analyses as well as preparation of expert reports and opinions;
- Information and educational activities;
- Organization of expert meetings and conferences;
- Working with the media;
- Fostering public debate.
The Forum Energii also pursues its statutory objectives through membership in associations
of Polish and foreign organizations with statutory objectives convergent with those of the
Forum. In order to implement its statutory projects, the Forum may cooperate
with other institutions, organizations and persons and support their activities. In order to
achieve its objectives, the Forum Energii may establish expert panels, groups and advisory
committees.

5. ACTION IN 2021.
5.1. PROGRAMS:
Forum Energii activities in 2021 focused on four programs:
5.1.1. Electrical Power Engineering
As part of this program, the Forum Energii addressed:
•

monitoring Poland's energy transition,

•

reform and the future of the energy market,

•

The future of lignite in the coal triangle (Poland-Czech Republic-Germany),

•

analyzing the impact of the coronavirus pandemic on the energy sector, and
examining the potential for using the crisis as a driver of change,

•

investments in the sector, with a particular focus on the impact of the pandemic
on energy

•

international

commitments

on

climate

law

and

their

impact

on national policy,
•

the impact of electromobility on the electricity system, etc.

5.1.2. Heating
As part of this program, the Forum Energii addressed:
•

communication of the strategy for the Polish heat industry,

•

Good practices of dealing with smog by local governments as part of the project
"LeadAIR - we help cities beat smog",

•

the topic of connecting the heating and transport sectors to the electricity system

•

monitoring of polish district heating

•

current trends, data

•

heat engineering as Poland's priority for the new financial perspective
and element of European Green Deal, etc.

5.1.3. RES
As part of this program, the Forum Energii addressed:

•

RES development potential with particular emphasis on the ambition of RES to fill
the coal gap,

•

examining the status of the national RES targets for 2020 and the consequences of
failing to meet them,

•

The role of RES in decarbonizing district heating,

•

data and development trends, etc.

5.1.4. Transition Financing
Under this program, which began in FY2021, the Forum Energii addressed:
•

analysis of the flow of money from the EU funds and from the EU ETS, which can
finance the energy transformation of the Polish economy;

•

benefits for the Polish economy resulting from the energy transformation;

•

The impact of changes in climate-environment policy on households and options
for supporting the energy poor.

5.1.5. Other cross-curricular activities
Cross-program activities include:
•

The second edition of the project "LeadAIR - Helping cities beat smog", which
through a process of individual consulting, workshops and knowledge exchange
supports local governments in making progressive changes to improve air quality.
The project is co-created with the organization Purpose.

•

An international Int-E-Grid project conducted jointly by the Forum Energii, the
Foundation for the Promotion of Electric Vehicles and Agora Verkehrswende,
funded by the European Initiative for Kimat (EUKI). The aim of the project was to
develop recommendations for central authorities, local governments and business
after both, which will improve the development of electromobility.

5.2. PUBLISHED ANALYSES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Electrification of District Heating in Poland | The Road to Clean Heat, 26.01.2021
Energy Transformation in Poland | 2021 Edition, 17.03.2021
Dynamic and fair | The future shape of network tariffs in Poland, 06.05.2021
Green gases | Biomethane and hydrogen in Poland, 25.06.2021
How much do CO2 emissions from buildings and transport weigh? EU plans and the
Polish raison d'etre, 02.07.2021
6. Electromobility Visegrad | Status, perspectives and challenges, 22.07.2021
7. LeadAIR Guide for Local Governments | How to finance measures to improve air
quality and meet climate and energy targets? , 28.07.2021
8. Power market to change | Experience of Great Britain and conclusions for Poland,
13.09.2021
9. The district heating company of the future | A new business model, 16.09.2021
10. Microinstallations on a curve | How to secure the future of distributed energy in
Poland? , 21.10.2021
11. Ready for 55%. A guide to financing the energy transition from 2021. , 09.11.2021
12. Distribution Networks. Planning and development, 30.11.2021

5.3. OPINION ARTICLES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

End of coal in 2030 households, 19.01.2021
Green hydrogen strategy still too grey, 15.02.2021
Stock bond - no time for violent moves, 24.02.2021
National Recovery Plan - 3 elements that need to be improved, 31.03.2021
Solid fuel standards must be tightened, 27.05.2021
What is EU-ETS for and what reform is coming? , 02.06.2021
A move away from lignite is possible even in 2032 , 11.06.2021
We need 2 GW of new photovoltaic capacity annually - that's why it's worth supporting
prosumers, 23.06.2021
9. NABE - hibernatus of the Polish power industry, 28.06.2021
10. Ready for 55% - what will be included in the package? , 13.07.2021
11. After 2025, coal will leave the Polish power system in waves, 27.07.2021
12. The specter of the ETS gap, 27.08.2021
13. Tariff regulation for the heating industry - a suit tailored not to this measure, 02.09.2021
14. Energy poverty: an old problem, systemic solutions needed, 07.12.2021
15. 10 steps to get out of the energy crisis, 08.12.2021
16. E-mobility - a chance for further development of economic cooperation between Poland and
Germany, 20.12.2021

5.4. MAJOR MEETINGS ORGANIZED BY THE FORUM ENERGII
1. LeadAIR - 1st Training Convention for participating cities, 12-15.01.2021, online
2. Webinar: Smog - if and how it affects our lives, 17.02.2021, online
3. KPO - opportunity for development of charging infrastructure for electric vehicles - workshop,
10.03.2021
4. Conference | Energy, climate, budget. Forum for the new financial perspective of the EU,
11.03.2021
5. Webinar: Air protection in urban planning, 25.03.2021, online
6. Webinar: Energy transition in Poland, 08.04.2021, online
7. Webinar: Why should we consider global megatrends when looking for local solutions? ,
27.04.2021, online
8. Conference: The role of electrification of district heating in achieving climate neutrality of the
sector, 13.5.2021
9. Panel of experts | How to give impulse to new investments - experience of Poland and Great
Britain with the power market, 26.5.2021
10. Expert panel | The district heating company of the future. New business model, 7.6.2021
11. Expert panel | Fit for 55: how the EU intends to meet increased reduction targets, 30.6.2021
12. Webinar: The district heating company of the future | A new business model, 13.10.2021
13. Int-E-Grid | Second meeting of the Polish-German Platform for Electromobility, 27.10.2021
14. Online meeting: New EU initiatives for cities, 2.12.2021
15. Conference: Forum for Transformation | Energy Emergency, 8.12.2021

5.5

OTHER

EVENTS

IN

COOPERATION

(patronage/partnership)
1. 14th European Economic Congress, 2-202.09.2021
2. X edition of the Energy Academy, 16.10-13.12.2021
3. XXXIV EuroPOWER Energy Conference, 17-18.11.2021

WITH

FORUM

ENERGII

6. FUNDING SOURCES
- Grants :
o

7 grants from the European Climate Foundation

o

2 grants from EUKI

o

1 grant from Smart Energy for Europe Platform

o

1 grant from PURPOSE

o

1 grant from Clean Air Fund

- Decreases: 0
- Enrollment: 0
- Donations: 0
- Public collections: 0
- Public sources (including state and municipal budget): 0
- Interest rates on bank accounts: 0
- Paid services for statutory purposes: 0
- Economic activity: 0

7. LIAISON WITH THE MEDIA
EXAMPLES OF PUBLICATIONS AND CITATIONS

date

media

title

29.12.2021

globenergia.pl

Poland criticizes EU ETS, Sejm adopts a resolution

29.12.2021

Gas Review

EXPO-GAS 2021

28.12.2021

The Republic

How much food prices could go up in 2022

27.12.2021

liberalculture.pl

What is the dreaded ETS?

27.12.2021

businessalert.pl

Forum Energii: Polish-German system of communicating vessels in the energy sector
(ANALYSIS)

25.12.2021

eye.press

Poland earns billions on emissions trading. The profits go among others to coal and gas

25.12.2021

nettg

Gawlikowska-Fyk: Miners really deserve

23.12.2021

smoglab.pl

Poland can become a leader in energy transition

23.12.2021

businessalert.pl

Rubczynski: Poland's district heating sector needs a change of national law, which will
enable modernization

22.12.2021

biomass storage

Just to make it in time before the regulations change. The photovoltaic boom continues.

21.12.2021

nowaenergia.com.pl

E-mobility - a chance for further development of economic cooperation between
Poland and Germany

21.12.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECE Magazine: Mental health and the economy

20.12.2021

slaskaopinia.pl

A state of emergency in the energy industry. What is the carbon gap?

20.12.2021

DGP

Expensive gas and electricity means higher inflation and problems for the economy

19.12.2021

The Jagiellonian
Club

The EU wants to introduce CO2 emission fees for transport and buildings. The costs will
fall on the average citizen

19.12.2021

Polsat

Events - Polsat

18.12.2021

businessalert.pl

REPORT: Energy crisis and no prescription

17.12.2021

now-srodowisko.pl

Renewable Energy Target Exceeded. Forum Energii: "No success".

17.12.2021

energetetyka24.co
m

X edition of the Energy Academy officially completed

17.12.2021

RMF FM

Joanna Maćkowiak: If the winter is mild, gas prices will fall from April

16.12.2021

DGP

Energy sector focuses on low-carbon, stability and innovation

16.12.2021

The Republic

There will be new gas-fired power plants

16.12.2021

business.interia.pl

It is necessary to bet on the rapid development of RES

16.12.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECG Magazine

16.12.2021

business.interia.pl

It is necessary to bet on the rapid development of RES

15.12.2021

businessalert.pl

Power industry will face serious challenges next year (RELATION)

15.12.2021

wnp.pl

Poland needs thousands of new megawatts. And it urgently

15.12.2021

businessinsider.com
.pl

Cosmic prices for CO2 emission rights. We weren't supposed to reach them until 2030.

15.12.2021

Business Pulse

BIG ENERGY INVESTS IN GREEN

15.12.2021

Business Pulse

FIT FOR 55, OR A CLIMATE REVOLUTION FOR THE WHOLE ECONOMY

15.12.2021

high napiecie.pl

Will we have new power plants? The answer will be known in a few days

15.12.2021

businessalert.pl

Energy Forum: 10 steps to get out of the energy crisis

13.12.2021

next.gazeta.pl

Power prices aren't the energy industry's biggest problem. "We're facing long hours of
blackouts in 10 years."

14.12.2021

komputerswiat.pl /
onet.pl

Technically a podcast.

13.12.2021

The Republic

Energy Forum: The era of coal will end in 2035.

13.12.2021

wnp.pl

Power prices to rise by 1/5. Decisions soon, market anxious

10.12.2021

business.interia.pl

Goodbye to coal? Back in the 1930s.

10.12.2021

Green podcast

Solar panels will stop paying for themselves in 2022? The government has changed the
rules. Tobiasz Adamczewski, Energy Forum

09.12.2021

money.pl

This is going to be an extremely expensive winter. Heating bills will hit us in the pocket

09.12.2021

interia.pl

How much will Poland's dispute with the EU cost us? The environment will lose

09.12.2021

Nowoczesnecieplow
nictwo.pl

ENERGY POVERTY: AN OLD PROBLEM, SYSTEMIC SOLUTIONS NEEDED

09.12.2021

Super Express

Will they turn off our electricity?

09.12.2021

Business Pulse

Power industry in crisis, but it can be saved

09.12.2021

business.interia.pl

Blackout? Electricity may run out after 2025

09.12.2021

eye.press

Will electricity cost 800 PLN more in a few years? Such a scenario awaits us if we do not
move away from coal

09.12.2021

CIRE

The current energy crisis should be a warning sign for us

09.12.2021

nowaenergia.com.pl

10 steps to recovering from the energy crisis

08.12.2021

business.pap.pl

News digest - Wednesday, Dec. 8, 7:15 p.m.

08.12.2021

strefainwestorów.pl

News digest - Wednesday, Dec. 8, 7:15 p.m.

08.12.2021

cleanerenergy.co.uk

10 steps needed for energy transition according to the Energy Forum

08.12.2021

alebank.pl

Energy Forum: implementation of 10 steps needed to exit the energy crisis realistic in
two years

08.12.2021

next.gazeta.pl

"We are dealing with a state of emergency in the energy sector". Expert on how to get
out of the crisis

08.12.2021

slaskaopinia.pl

10 steps to recover from the energy crisis

08.12.2021

ISB News

Energy Forum: Implementation of 10 steps to recover from energy crisis. Realistic in 2
years

08.12.2021

PAP

Energy Forum postulates, among others, revision of the NABE concept and modification
of the power market (opinion)

08.12.2021

high napiecie.pl

Ten steps to recovering from the energy crisis

08.12.2021

Eastern Journal

More and more photovoltaic installations. We are running away from new regulations

08.12.2021

DGP

The government is not keeping up with the transformation

08.12.2021

DGP

Municipalities are struggling not to lose money on photovoltaics

08.12.2021

DGP

Electricity will become even more expensive

08.12.2021

subjectivefinance.co
.uk

Heating costs will go up. How much will the new "heat" tax amount to? And how to
defend against it?

08.12.2021

spidersweb

Have you seen how fast your electricity meters are going? Soon the ETS record will be
broken, and we'll be out of business.

07.12.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECG Magazine: There is no doubt that the MPC will raise interest rates tomorrow

07.12.2021

DGP

Chodkowski: Energy transition - the time has come for Polish industry

07.12.2021

DGP

Government plan for heat is delayed

07.12.2021

businessinsider.com
.pl

Photovoltaic map of Poland. Panels boom before regulations change

07.12.2021

e-economy.pl

Photovoltaics is booming. Where in Poland is solar energy most popular?

07.12.2021

energiapress.pl

We know where solar power is most popular

07.12.2021

now-srodowisko.pl

Building construction at the mercy of the power industry? A building's carbon footprint
depends on more than just the power source

07.12.2021

smart-grids.co.uk

Energy poverty: an old problem, systemic solutions needed

07.12.2021

slaskaopinia.pl

Energy poverty: an old problem, systemic solutions needed

06.12.2021

spidersweb

We're going to go broke. We are burning more and more coal and paying more and
more. And this is just the beginning of the bad news

05.12.2021

news.tvs-24.com

It is coal that can cause a blackout in Poland

05.12.2021

energetetyka24.co
m

It is coal that may cause a blackout in Poland [COMMENTARY].

03.12.2021

nettg

Three Silesian cities have joined forces to fight it together

03.12.2021

newseria business

The problem of smog returned like a boomerang during the heating season. Three
Silesian cities have joined forces to fight it together

02.12.2021

spidersweb

NABE under fire, even members of the government. This cannonade could not have
happened at a worse time

02.12.2021

DGP

Greenback needed now

02.12.2021

businessalert.pl

Energy Forum: Distribution network planning and development worldwide (ANALYSIS)

01.12.2021

Business Pulse

The appetite for green is growing. Industry wants to use RES

01.12.2021

Business Pulse

Big energy invests in green

01.12.2021

nowaenergia.com.pl

Distribution networks. Planning and development

30.11.2021

globenergia.pl

Networks may not be able to handle electromobility development. Investments and
wise planning needed

30.11.2021

onoze.pl

Networks may not be able to handle electromobility development. Investments and
wise planning needed

30.11.2021

slaskaopinia.pl

Distribution networks - planning and development

30.11.2021

gazetomania.pl

Electromobility in Poland. Networks need modernization

30.11.2021

smart-grids.co.uk

Analysis of "Distribution Networks. Planning and Development"

30.11.2021

energiapress.pl

Can Polish networks cope with the growing interest in electromobility?

30.11.2021

DGP

Funding is not the biggest problem

26.11.2021

Dziennik Bałtycki
(and other regional
ones)

Photovoltaics? Those who don't buy before 2022 will lose a lot, so we're buying panels
on the cheap

25.11.2021

Business Pulse

German ambitions, Polish consequences

24.11.2021

strefabiznesu.pl

Photovoltaic panels are still booming in Poland. Will the new regulations hamper the
development of the industry?

24.11.2021

alebank.pl

Photovoltaics last minute

24.11.2021

Pillars of Business

Photovoltaic boom on the map of Poland. Huge interest before new regulations come
into force

23.11.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECG Magazine: What about the gold?

22.11.2021

The Republic

Fit for 55: less CO2, but more excitement

21.11.2021

Newsweek

The electricity bill is coming

19.11.2021

Gas Review

VII ENERGY CONGRESS DISE SECTOR COUPLING OR HOW TO INTEGRATE POLISH
ENERGY SECTOR?

17.11.2021

Gazeta Wyborcza

Blackout in Poland? Power generators disappear from stores

17.11.2021

electro.info.pl

Poland may spend PLN 560 billion on energy transformation

17.11.2021

high napiecie.pl

Forum for Transformation. Energy Emergency - December 8, 2021, 10:00 a.m. to 1:30
p.m.

16.11.2021

PI Energy Podcast

Energy for Change: When we move away from coal

15.11.2021

Business Pulse

Green change needs money, but not just any money

15.11.2021

high napiecie.pl

The race for electrolyzers is on

15.11.2021

businessalert.pl

Energy Forum: European Union gives Poland a chance for energy transition (ANALYSIS)

12.11.2021

strefabiznesu.pl

Poland may spend up to 560 billion PLN on energy transformation! What does the lowcarbon path mean for us?

12.11.2021

gramwzielone.pl

We may receive PLN 560 billion for the power industry, but we need bold decisions

12.11.2021

business.interia.pl

This is not a good time to shop

12.11.2021

energiapress.pl

A guide to financing the energy transition from 2021.

11.11.2021

DGP

This is not a good time to shop

10.11.2021

Polski Instalator

How to dispel the clouds over civic energy?

10.11.2021

Power Engineering

Poland and the race to 55

10.11.2021

nettg.pl

PLN 560 billion. This is the amount that Poland can spend on the transformation of the
energy sector and moving away from coal

10.11.2021

wnp.pl

Energy Forum: Poland can allocate 560 billion zlotys from EU funds for energy
transformation

10.11.2021

business.interia.pl

Lack of vision and lack of resources are transformational risks

10.11.2021

Business Pulse

Poland's strategy on the ETS is still in its infancy

10.11.2021

Business Pulse

Agriculture ministry cares for billions from CO2

10.11.2021

Nowoczesnecieplow
nictwo.pl

ENERGY FORUM: PLN 560 BILLION FOR ENERGY TRANSFORMATION IN POLAND

09.11.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECG Magazine: Will the real estate market stabilize?

09.11.2021

nowaenergia.com.pl

Ready for 55%. A guide to financing the energy transition from 2021.

09.11.2021

slaskaopinia.pl

Ready for 55%. A guide to financing the energy transition from 2021.

09.11.2021

The Republic

Fund under strain. 42 billion euros for energy transformation

09.11.2021

Parquet

Fund to change

09.11.2021

PI Energy

analysis Ready for 55: A Guide to Financing the Energy Transition in Poland

09.11.2021

high napiecie.pl

Will old coal plants save us from a blackout?

09.11.2021

strefabiznesu.pl

Is hydrogen the future of emission-free energy? The government has adopted the
"Polish Hydrogen Strategy".

09.11.2021

business.interia.pl

Heat pumps. Co-financing up to PLN 21 thousand for new houses

08.11.2021

FEEDIT.CZ

"Dříve než 2038" není cíl. Koalici zatím chybí konkrétní rok pro konec uhlí i rozvoj čisté
energetiky

06.11.2021

The Republic

Poll: Almost half of Poles want to reduce CO2 emissions regardless of the costs

03.11.2021

Business Pulse

Fit for 55, or a climate revolution for the whole economy

03.11.2021

Magazine Writing

Belchatow. A just transition?

02.11.2021

wyborcza.pl

About coal ideology in Poland - podcast 8:10 Wyborcza

29.10.2021

slaskaopinia.pl

Citizens want to invest in renewable energy

29.10.2021

businessalert.pl

Maćkowiak-Pandera: Renewable Energy Sources amendment or sawing operation on
prosumers

27.10.2021

300economy

How not to squander PLN 600 billion on energy transition? We talk to Dr. Sonia
Buchholtz

27.10.2021

green economy.pl

Poles want to live in ecological houses

27.10.2021

300economy

Michał Kurtyka is leaving the government. How is his record evaluated?

27.10.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECG: Housing market red-hot. Time for another interest rate hike?

26.10.2021

wnp.pl

Michal Kurtyka says goodbye to climate. "Some people believed in him."

26.10.2021

Nowoczesnecieplow
nictwo.pl

ENERGY FORUM: MICROINSTALLATIONS ON THE TURN. HOW TO ENSURE THE FUTURE
OF DISTRIBUTED ENERGY IN POLAND?

26.10.2021

wp.pl

Do we need new energy tariffs?

25.10.2021

globenergia.pl

Energy cooperatives will be able to produce biomethane. New regulations coming soon

23.10.2021

slaskaopinia.pl

How to dispel the clouds over civic energy?

22.10.2021

gramwzielone.pl

Energy Forum proposes net-billing with fixed energy price

22.10.2021

globenergia.pl

Net-billing with a fixed rate? Experts propose a new solution for prosumers

22.10.2021

nowaenergia.com.pl

Microinstallations on a curve | How to secure the future of distributed energy in
Poland?

22.10.2021

businessalert.pl

Energy Forum: How to ensure the future of distributed energy in Poland? (ANALYSIS)

19.10.2021

The Republic

Billions overspent on energy transition

19.10.2021

Nowoczesnecieplow
nictwo.pl

ENERGY FORUM ON DISTRICT HEATING COMPANIES OF THE FUTURE

16.10.2021

wnp.pl

We don't have the tools to fight energy prices. Brussels hints at crisis

15.10.2021

nettg.pl

Polish race for green gases - new report by Forum Ener

14.10.2021

energetetyka24.co
m

Sector coupling, or how to integrate the Polish energy sector?

14.10.2021

businessalert.pl

Sector coupling, or how to integrate the Polish energy sector?

14.10.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECG Magazine: The MPC should calm the markets and stop surprising"

13.10.2021

businessalert.pl

Jakóbik: How to change the heating sector so that there is no lack of heat in Polish
cities?

12.10.2021

Euractiv.pl

Reform of the EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS). What changes await the Polish
power sector?

11.10.2021

spidersweb

Mining again without a voice in the government. Meanwhile, key negotiations with
Brussels are underway

08.10.2021

wnp.pl

It's time to tell ourselves that conventional power is needed

07.10.2021

300economy

High gas prices. Where did Europe's energy crisis come from and how long can it last?

06.10.2021

Gas Review

The role of biomethane and hydrogen in achieving climate neutrality in Poland

06.10.2021

The Republic

Energy transition: long, expensive, but inevitable

02.10.2021

forsal.pl

What will we get back from coal plants before the bulldozers level them?

30.09.2021

polishnews.co.uk

Great Britain. What caused the fuel crisis? Reasons, reasons

30.09.2021

tvn24.pl

Island fuel crisis. "It was the same with toilet paper".

30.09.2021

Install Reporter

TARIFF REGULATION FOR DISTRICT HEATING

30.09.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECG Magazine: This is the most expensive Janosik. Eager to take, reluctant to share"

29.09.2021

now-srodowisko.pl

What did NGOs report during the two-day consultation of the Polish position on Fit for
55?

28.09.2021

ecieplo.pl

What should the district heating company of the future be? - A new business model

28.09.2021

biomass storage

"Biomass and alternative fuels in district heating" - a conference in Suwałki is underway!

28.09.2021

high napiecie.pl

What will we get back from coal plants before the bulldozers level them?

26.09.2021

nettg

The way to reduce the operating costs of the energy sector, and consequently energy
prices, is innovation

24.09.2021

Business Pulse

Green hydrogen on the rise

23.09.2021

The Open System podcast

Open layout - Can "Fit for 55" help us transform the economy or will it lower the quality
of life in Poland

22.09.2021

business.interia.pl

After the transformation of the energy industry, the time will come for transportation
and heating

22.09.2021

Policy

High Voltage Pricing

21.09.2021

PI Energy

PI Energy podcast: Does the energy industry need an emergency

21.09.2021

swiatoze.pl

Turów: it was inevitable. We will pay PLN 2 million a day for air pollution

21.09.2021

wnp.pl

PGE: Turów mine will continue to operate

21.09.2021

wnp.pl

Punishment in the Turow case. Comments straight from the European Economic
Congress

21.09.2021

nettg.pl

Energy: formal issues need to be watched, and there were a lot of mistakes

20.09.2021

Nowoczesnecieplow
nictwo.pl

ENERGY FORUM: THE HEATING COMPANY OF THE FUTURE. A NEW BUSINESS MODEL

17.09.2021

nowaenergia.com.pl

The district heating company of the future | A new business model

17.09.2021

wnp.pl

We will discuss a big package for the energy industry. The changes will affect all

17.09.2021

businessalert.pl

Energy Forum: New business model may change the face of Poland's heating sector

16.09.2021

Radio Kraków

Fit for 55 or the green and expensive revolution

16.09.2021

smart-grids.co.uk

A new business model for the district heating company of the future

15.09.2021

DGP

We will pay more for home heating this winter

14.09.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECE Magazine: Increase in energy prices means increase in prices of all products and
services

14.09.2021

wnp.pl

Coal - no, gas - not in a while either. Does this business still make sense?

14.09.2021

businessalert.pl

Energy Forum: Power market to change

14.09.2021

PI Energy

13.09.2021

high napiecie.pl

Energy Forum: Power market is not fulfilling its function and needs to be modified

13.09.2021

CIRE

Energy Forum: Power market is not fulfilling its function and needs to be modified

13.09.2021

businessinsider.com
.pl

Energy Forum: Power market has raised electricity bills, but has not served its purpose

13.09.2021

investments.pl

The power market is not fulfilling its function and needs to be modified

13.09.2021

ISB News

The power market is not fulfilling its function and needs to be modified

13.09.2021

onet.pl

Poland's coal-fired power plants will have to disappear faster than the government
thinks

13.09.2021

eye.press

Emitting a ton of CO2 already costs 62 euros. Our electricity bills will rise because we
are moving too slowly away from coal

11.09.2021

wnp.pl

Regulations to the relief of the condition of an important sector. CO2 costs squeeze it

11.09.2021

eye.press

Coal-free Poland by 2030 - is it possible?

09.09.2021

Politico.eu

Poland's carbon price conundrum

09.09.2021

business.interia.pl

Green Transformation, Green Deal, Fit for 55 at the 13th European Economic Congress

09.09.2021

300economy

Coal and conservatism: how Polish climate movements are fighting to combat climate
change

08.09.2021

enlite 365

Posdcast. Poland: race to 55

07.09.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECG: What standards does Adam Glapinski have?

06.09.2021

nowaenergia.com.pl

Tariff regulation for the heating sector - a suit that is not made to measure

06.09.2021

businessalert.pl

Energy Forum: Draft regulation will not be enough for Polish heat industry

04.09.2021

energiapress.pl

They are asking Brussels to increase the envelope of funds for transformation

03.09.2021

energetetyka24.co
m

Poland is the most developed district heating market in Europe

03.09.2021

The Republic

There are still opportunities to stop climate change. But we must act

03.09.2021

business.newseria.p
l

Poland is the most developed district heating market in Europe. Industry focuses on
development of low-emission sources

PI Energy

The amendments to the tariff regulation proposed by MinKlim will help modernise
outdated heat plants, but they are introduced too late and lack solutions leading to a
zero-carbon sector

03.09.2021

02.09.2021

wnp.pl

Poland needs as much as EUR 136 billion to reduce CO2 emissions

02.09.2021

Nowoczesnecieplow
nictwo.pl

Energy Forum: Tariff regulation for district heating - a suit tailored not to fit

30.08.2021

businessalert.pl

Poland faces the specter of ETS gap (ANALYSIS)

25.08.2021

businessalert.pl

Fit For 55. In search of fair compensation for the Polish energy sector (RELATION)

25.08.2021

TVP Info

24.08.2021

Installation Market

Green gases in Poland

20.08.2021

business.interia.pl

PKEE: Tariff liberalization does not have to lead to electricity price increases

18.08.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECG Magazine: Inflation. "The MPC needs to start acting".

16.08.2021

The Republic

Blue hydrogen is not climate friendly at all

15.08.2021

high napiecie.pl

Is heat storage a power storage?

14.08.2021

Prensa Libre

Adiós al carbón: la transición más traumática de Polonia sin un plan 'B'

13.08.2021

Catholic Weekly

It's expensive, it's going to get more expensive

11.08.2021

TRT world (tv)

TV show: Climate change: time to ditch coal?

11.08.2021

Installation Market

Green gases in Poland

10.08.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECE Magazine: 'We cannot afford to trivialize the climate crisis'

09.08.2021

wnp.pl

Transformation is accelerating. Polish power industry faces a huge challenge

07.08.2021

nettg.pl

We should opt for a solution that will not deprive countries with a specific
developmental position, such as Poland, of opportunities

07.08.2021

nettg.pl

Coal capacity will fall out of the system due to lack of profitability

05.08.2021

Euractiv.com

Carbon pricing in buildings and transport is necessary but must be done well

05.08.2021

money.pl

EU climate package. Will the companies take billions of zlotys out of our pockets?

04.08.2021

The Republic

National power industry continually plagued by outages

04.08.2021

Parkiet.com

Tauron's troubles continue - new unit in Jaworzno will remain idle for a long time

02.08.2021

onet.pl

Photovoltaics. What will it be like after the changes?

02.08.2021

smoglab.pl

Photovoltaics. What will it be like after the changes?

02.08.2021

RDC

Fast cars: about the report "Electromobility Visegrad" and the approach to punishing
drivers

29.07.2021

spidersweb

We know which companies will go to NABE. Thousands of jobs at stake

29.07.2021

next.gazeta.pl

New report shows how Poland is breaking out of the trend. Us and coal against the EU

29.07.2021

business.interia.pl

Coal-fired power generation declines, but not in Poland

28.07.2021

spidersweb

Poland is the scourge of Europe. A tarnished reputation is the least of our problems, this
is about our private money.

28.07.2021

msn.com

Poland is the scourge of Europe. A tarnished reputation is the least of our problems, this
is about our private money.

28.07.2021

Euractiv.pl

Energy sector in Europe less carbon-intensive than before the pandemic. But not in
Poland [Report].

28.07.2021

Policy

Fit for 55 - a bumpy road to a new green EU

28.07.2021

businessalert.pl

Gawlikowska-Fyk: Coal will leave the power industry in waves after 2025

27.07.2021

slaskaopinia.pl

After 2025, coal will leave the Polish energy system in waves

27.07.2021

wnp.pl

Another EU target up. Much more energy from RES to be generated

27.07.2021

businessalert.pl

Energy Forum: Electromobility could be an opportunity for the Visegrad Group

26.07.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECG Magazine: The government is pouring public finances beyond the budget

23.07.2021

nowaenergia.com.pl

Visegrad Electromobility | Status, perspectives and challenges

23.07.2021

globenergia.pl

Need a strategy to decarbonize transportation. Hundreds of thousands of people may
lose their jobs

23.07.2021

Super News

Prices of electricity, heat and gas go up

21.07.2021

Gas Review

CHALLENGES OF THE GAS SECTOR IN POLAND AND EU IN THE PERSPECTIVE UNTIL 2050

21.07.2021

Dziennik Gazeta
Prawna

How much to gain from the green revolution

20.07.2021

CIRE

Energy Forum: What will be included in the Fit for 55 package? What does it mean for
Poland?

19.07.2021

magazinebiomasa.pl

Biomethane in transportation or heating?

19.07.2021

now-srodowisko.pl

Mini ETS for road transport and buildings is de facto maxi change

19.07.2021

The Republic

Turów mine begins fight for survival

19.07.2021

parquet.com

A new stage has begun for the Turów mine - a fight for survival

17.07.2021

businessalert.pl

REPORT: New Fit For 55 will change the way Europeans live

16.07.2021

The Republic

Poland wants changes in the EC climate package

15.07.2021

pb.pl

Green requirements and billions from Brussels

15.07.2021

Dziennik Gazeta
Prawna

Oilers drill in defiance of Biden's election promises

14.07.2021

European
Commission

RED III - proposal of directive

14.07.2021

subjectivefinance.co
.uk

Fit for 55, or the Union at war with climate change and as an inflationary pyromaniac.
Consumers will pay for CO2. What, how much and when will it become more
expensive? Here is a summary of the announced changes

14.07.2021

wnp.pl

The European Union is increasingly tightening the noose on carbon emissions. There's a
new package

14.07.2021

energetetyka24.co
m

CHP support systems and construction of new heat units [ANALYSIS].

14.07.2021

Politico.eu

Brussels braces for climate blowback

14.07.2021

financialintelligence
.ro

Bruxelles prezintă astăzi Fit fot 55, planul UE de reducere a emisiilor

14.07.2021

onet.pl

Brussels wants to fundamentally change our lives to stop climate catastrophe

14.07.2021

smoglab.pl

Brussels unveils new climate law. Revolution or lack of ambition?

14.07.2021

eye.press

Fit for 55: European Commission unveils package of directives to curb climate change

14.07.2021

now-srodowisko.pl

A package for climate neutrality, or Fit for 55

14.07.2021

300economy

Fit for 55 - what is it and what does this new set of EU regulations mean for Poland?

14.07.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECG Magazine

14.07.2021

globenergia.pl

In anticipation of Fit for 55 - what will be included in the package?

13.07.2021

business.interia.pl

Fit for 55: European Commission has a new climate package

13.07.2021

green-news.pl

With this set of exercises, Poland will sweat. Fit for 55 is the action that will lead us to
climate neutrality

13.07.2021

slaskaopinia.pl

Ready for 55% - what will be included in the package?

13.07.2021

businessalert.pl

Buchholtz: What will be included in the Fit for 55 package? (ANALYSIS)

13.07.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECE Magazine: We should start building a climate-friendly energy sector

12.07.2021

businessalert.pl

Energy Forum: How much do CO2 emissions from buildings and transport weigh? EU
plans and Poland's raison d'etre

11.07.2021

Business Pulse

Impasse on Turów mine

08.07.2021

System Heat
Storage

Green hydrogen: an opportunity for a zero-carbon economy

08.07.2021

gazeta.pl

A download for Tusk et al: Scientists don't 'argue' about the causes of climate change they are known

08.07.2021

msn.com

A download for Tusk et al: Scientists don't 'argue' about the causes of climate change they are known

05.07.2021

businessalert.pl

Nowakowski: Current decisions in the Polish energy sector are groundbreaking

05.07.2021

spidersweb

The more we burn coal, the more we will pay for electricity. Is that what you want?

05.07.2021

DGP

New emissions trading scheme becomes a reality

04.07.2021

nettg.pl

Will the European Commission listen to the Polish voice? Our government has an idea
for change

03.07.2021

nettg.pl

Existing quality standards for solid fuels are still controversial

02.07.2021

wnp.pl

The Green Deal comes with big costs. They need to be distributed fairly

01.07.2021

msn.com

Electricity bills are about to knock us off our feet. ETS has never been so expensive

01.07.2021

spidersweb

Electricity bills are about to knock us off our feet. ETS has never been so expensive

01.07.2021

outriders.com

The National Energy Security Administration and the Energy Charter Treaty fuel
lobbyists

30.06.2021

businessalert.pl

Energy Forum: NABE could freeze energy transition instead of unlocking it

29.06.2021

renewablesnow.co
m

Poland needs 2 GW of new PV capacity annually... that's why prosumers should be
supported

29.06.2021

DGP

A small nuclear power plant in Poland is getting closer. Orlen negotiates with Solow's
company

29.06.2021

spidersweb

The government's new idea is like a comedy with Louis de Funès. It won't be safe, but it
could be funny

29.06.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECG Magazine

28.06.2021

green economy.pl

Energy Forum: Instead of unlocking the transition, NABE could freeze it

28.06.2021

nettg.pl

Energy Forum: After just creating NABE, it's unclear what comes next

28.06.2021

wnp.pl

Instead of unlocking the energy transition, the new agency could freeze it

28.06.2021

energetetyka24.co
m

Energy Forum: Instead of unlocking the transition, NABE could freeze it

28.06.2021

PAP

Energy Forum: Instead of unlocking the transition, NABE could freeze it

28.06.2021

Business Pulse

Goodbye coal, hello unknowns

28.06.2021

businessalert.pl

Energy Forum: Hydrogen and biomethane will be important players in the battle for
climate neutrality

28.06.2021

nowaenergia.com.pl

Polish race for green gases

25.06.2021

globenergia.pl

More organizations call for abolition of discount system

25.06.2021

montelnews.com

Poland would need 60 GW renewables for carbon neutrality

24.06.2021

Gazeta Wrocławska

Not only Turów. Black clouds over our power industry

24.06.2021

now-srodowisko.pl

The system of discounts will be modified. What comments do NGOs have on the
government proposal?

24.06.2021

gramwzielone.pl

This is how the profitability of prosumer photovoltaics will change, according to the
Energy Forum

24.06.2021

cleanerenergy.co.uk

Energy Forum proposes three ways to support prosumers

24.06.2021

businessalert.pl

Adamczewski: flexibility will help integrate RES. Photovoltaics still needs support

24.06.2021

PI Energy

24.06.2021

CIRE

Energy Forum: Balance and flexibility needed in prosumer billing

23.06.2021

wyborcza.biz

Energy Forum: Balance and flexibility needed in prosumer billing

23.06.2021

high napiecie.pl

Energy Forum: Balance and flexibility needed in prosumer billing

23.06.2021

ISB News

Energy Forum: Balance and flexibility needed in prosumer billing

23.06.2021

Dziennik Gazeta
Prawna

Orlen's nuclear plans do not collide with the government's strategy and actions

23.06.2021

onet.pl

The Visegrad Four: a bumpy road to green recovery

23.06.2021

Resspublica

The Visegrad Four: a bumpy road to green recovery

23.06.2021

now-srodowisko.pl

Polish-French nuclear alliance?

22.06.2021

TVN24BIS

18.06.2021

gazeta.pl

Turów the last "fortress." But the end of lignite is inevitable - and closer than it seems

17.06.2021

The Republic

The thing about business

16.06.2021

Policy

They sow the wind, there will be a storm

16.06.2021

Radio TOK FM

ECG Magazine

14.06.2021

300economy

EU-ETS: why do we need an emissions trading scheme and how will it change in the
future?

14.06.2021

businessalert.pl

Gawlikowska-Fyk: The shift away from lignite coal is possible even in 2032

14.06.2021

Het Financieele
Dagblad

European disasters in Poland lead to more climate change

09.06.2021

subjectivefinance.co
.uk

Photovoltaics: big changes are coming in 2022. Who will gain and who will lose from the
abolition of the discount scheme? What do we already know and what do we not yet
know about the government's plans?

06.06.2021

Installation Market

ELECTRIFICATION OF DISTRICT HEATING NEW BUSINESS MODELS

06.06.2021

spidersweb

Maciejewska: The government is not fair to miners, and we cannot afford nuclear
power. The only solution is renewable energy sources

06.06.2021

Parquet

Polish companies pay billions for CO2 emissions

06.06.2021

The Republic

Polish companies pay billions for CO2 emissions

04.06.2021

businessalert.pl

Energy Forum: What purpose does the CO2 emissions trading scheme serve and what
reform awaits us?

31.05.2021

Universal Weekly

Sparking

31.05.2021

The Republic

Green Heat Transformation

29.05.2021

Polsat NEWS

Clean Poland

26.05.2021

ceenergynews.com

CEE is ready to take a leap forward in zero-pollution

26.05.2021

Policy

Wishing Concern

24.05.2021

msn

Escalation is a dead end". Expert advises on what the government should do about
Turow

24.05.2021

tokfm.pl

"Escalation is a dead end". Expert advises on what the government should do about
Turow

24.05.2021

streafainwestora.pl

CJEU's decision on Turow should be respected and talks with Czech side should be
initiated - Energy Forum

24.05.2021

PAP

CJEU's decision on Turow should be respected and talks with Czech side should be
initiated - Energy Forum

24.05.2021

The Republic

Smog kills millions of people every year. Time to switch to alternative energy sources

24.05.2021

Radio TOK FM

CJEU wants closure of Turow mine. "We must enter into talks with the Czech Republic
immediately".

22.05.2021

next.gazeta.pl

The great power plant accident. Seven questions about what happened in Bełchatów
Power Plant

21.05.2021

politico.com

EU court orders a Polish coal mine to pause operations

21.05.2021

montelnews.com

20.05.2021

globenergia.pl

Heat pumps will replace gas boilers and be the primary source of heat

20.05.2021

portalkomunalny.pl

Strategy for district heating: more efficient systems, development of networks, support
for RES

20.05.2021

now-srodowisko.pl

Strategy for district heating: more efficient systems, development of networks, support
for RES

19.05.2021

Installation Market

Energy Forum: zero-emission district heating through RES, heat pumps and efficiency
improvements

19.05.2021

CIRE

Strategy for district heating: more efficient systems, development of networks, support
for RES

19.05.2021

wnp.pl

Strategy for district heating: more efficient systems, development of networks, support
for RES

19.05.2021

energetetyka24.co
m

Strategy for district heating: more efficient systems, development of networks, support
for RES

19.05.2021

PAP

Strategy for district heating: more efficient systems, development of networks, support
for RES

19.05.2021

The Republic

The system handled the crash, but what next?

18.05.2021

Gazeta Wyborcza

Big failure at Belchatow power plant. It wouldn't have happened if we had distributed
energy

17.05.2021

now-srodowisko.pl

How much environmental protection is in the Polish Lada?

14.05.2021

business.interia.pl

Poland fears reform of emissions trading system

16.05.2021

Business Pulse

The Polish Deal: Energy scarce

14.05.2021

Nowoczesnecieplow
nictwo.pl

THE ROLE OF ELECTRIFICATION OF DISTRICT HEATING IN ACHIEVING CLIMATE
NEUTRALITY OF THE SECTOR

14.05.2021

CIRE

Energy Forum: Renewables, heat pumps, significant efficiency gains the way to clean
heating

13.05.2021

300economy

Is green hydrogen the future of power generation in Poland? Discussion Impact'21

13.05.2021

wnp.pl (after PAP)

Energy Forum: Renewables, heat pumps, significant efficiency gains the way to clean
heating

13.05.2021

nettg.pl

Energy: There will be no electrification without improving efficiency and reducing
building energy demand

13.05.2021

PAP

Energy Forum: Renewables, heat pumps, significant efficiency gains the way to clean
heating

13.05.2021

DGP

Poland fears ETS reform

11.05.2021

biznes24.pl (TV)

11.05.2021

businessalert.pl

Energy Forum: Poland's energy pricing system to change (ANALYSIS)

09.05.2021

eye.press

Windmill law to be amended. Government wants to unfreeze cheap wind power, but
it's still not enough

07.05.2021

PI Energy

05.06.2021

wnp.pl (after PAP)

Energy Forum: new model of network tariffs to support the transformation

06.05.2021

PAP

Energy Forum: new model of network tariffs to support the transformation

06.05.2021

cire

Energy Forum: New network tariff model to support transformation

05.05.2021

Written by

Naodowe pouring water

05.05.2021

Policy

Power industry - money burned

04.05.2021

euractiv.com

A tale of three countries: how Czechia, Germany, and Poland plan to ditch coal

04.05.2021

euractiv.cz

Příběh tří zemí: Česko, Německo a Polsko se snaží skoncovat s uhlím

04.05.2021

Dziennik Gazeta
Prawna

Companies are crying foul and paying into the ETS

30.04.2021

Installation Market

Electrification of district heating

29.04.2021

RES world

Coal transition - the most important thing is to protect jobs

25.04.2021

Business Pulse

Farewell to coal, hello to...the unknown

23.04.2021

randrlife.co.uk

Earth Day 2021: Here are 5 good news to motivate you to keep fighting the climate
crisis

23.04.2021

businessalert.pl

Ogniewska: More and more countries are increasing their climate commitments, and
Poland is thinking about the beauty of windmills

23.04.2021

otokoclub.pl

Interview with Andrzej Rubczyński about heat engineering in Poland

22.04.2021

DGP

Can we achieve climate neutrality without nuclear?

21.04.2021

otokoclub.pl

Interview with Andrzej Rubczynski about the "Clean Air" program

21.04.2021

Gazeta Polska
Codziennie

Heating and hot water will become more expensive

21.04.2021

gopoland.net.ua

У Польщі подорожчає опалення та гаряча вода

20.04.2021

climatehomenews.c
om

Poland seeks to nationalise coal plants so firms can finance green investments

20.04.2021

Finance.si

Poljska formula: premogovne elektrarne bo prevzela državna agencija

19.04.2021

Financial Review

Poland nationalises coalmines as climate pressure gathers steam

19.04.2021

Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung

Polens Kohlekraft in Staatshand

19.04.2021

humanmag.pl

Poland nationalizes mines as climate pressures gather pace

19.04.2021

epoznan.pl

We are facing another increase in bills. This time for heating and hot water

19.04.2021

plain to see

Heating and hot water will become more expensive. The government is about to adopt
changes

19.04.2021

tvn24.pl

More expensive for heat. "Increases may affect us even before the end of the year".

19.04.2021

nczas.pl

More fee increases are coming! The Ministry is preparing a project that will hit the
pockets of Poles

19.04.2021

CIRE (after PAP)

Amendment to the ordinance on tariffs and billing for heat

19.04.2021

banker.pl

More expensive to pay for heat. The government is about to give the green light for
increases

19.04.2021

businessinsider.com
.pl

We will pay more for heating and hot water. The fees are going up

19.04.2021

PAP (after DGP)

19.04.2021

energetetyka24.co
m

It's a sure thing. There will be price increases for heat

19.04.2021

guest.pl

DGP: More expensive to pay for heat

19.04.2021

DGP

A new wave of price increases. We will pay more for heat this year

19.04.2021

portalkomunalny.pl

Heating will get more expensive. Price rises likely soon

19.04.2021

PAP

Heating will get more expensive. Price rises likely soon

17.04.2021

spidersweb

The government is threatening that if we don't spin off our coal assets, we will be in
danger of companies going bankrupt and importing energy

17.04.2021

msn

The government is threatening that if we don't spin off our coal assets, we will be in
danger of companies going bankrupt and importing energy

16.04.2021

biznes24.pl (TV)

About electricity from coal more expensive than that from RES

15.04.2021

polishnews.co.uk

National Energy Security Agency - what is it? What will NABE's impact be?

15.04.2021

newsbeezer.com

National Agency for Energy Security - what is it? What impact will NABE have?

15.04.2021

muratorplus.pl

National Recovery Plan. Discussion continues on the government's intentions under the
NPP

15.04.2021

tvn24.pl

Jack Sasin's "Revolution". "Someone will have to pay for it."

14.04.2021

magazinebiomasa.pl

Energy in Poland is getting greener!

14.04.2021

DGP
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